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Press release 2021 

«Riverso» drawer system 

Riverso: a fresh take on space 

One unit, two spaces. Riverso is a unique system that allows drawers to 

be opened from both sides, whether in island units or room dividers. 

peka's latest invention opens up completely new possibilities for the use 

of space. 

 

A drawer that can be pulled out on both sides means that the same unit can 

be accessed from two different sides. This offers countless possibilities to use 

space in new ways and make day-to-day processes more efficient. "Passing 

items through the unit instead of carrying them around it saves a huge amount 

of walking!," says peka's Deputy CEO Sandra Weber. For a typical example of 

how Riverso can be used in homes, imagine a cutle ry drawer in an island unit 

or room divider which can be opened from both the kitchen and the dining 

area. 

Businesses, too, have started to see the potential of drawers that are 

accessible from both sides. Riverso is perfect for display units in showrooms,  

for instance, as it means that two salespeople can access the same items at 

the same time. Simplifying product flows is also beneficial in medical settings 

such as pharmacies, hospitals and laboratories, where rooms and spaces 

need to be divided up, substantial distances are involved, and complex 

access procedures may be in force. Being able to exchange materials easily 

via a drawer makes a lot of processes simpler . 

 

Quality down to the last detail 

Riverso uses a full-extension drawer runner with a load capacity of 46 kg. The 

runner technology, made by Grass, has excellent sliding properties. The 

runner also has built-in soft-closing mechanisms for added user-friendliness. 

Unlike conventional systems with drawers that open from both sides, 

Riverso's overlay fronts mean that the front of the closed side is not pulled 

through the unit when the drawer is opened from the opposite side . 
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Custom-designed drawers 

A defining feature of peka's solution is its flexibility. The fact that Riverso 

consists of just two pairs of runners, a coupling and front brackets on both 

sides means that the drawers can be manufactured to the customer's 

individual requirements, with unit depths ranging from 530 to 900 mm and unit 

widths from 550 to 915 mm. 

Riverso is compatible with any unit design and any front material thanks to the 

overlay fronts that are the system's main USP. These mean that the fronts do 

not have to be artificially shortened, which gives the whole unit a uniform look. 

What's more, handle-free fronts can be f itted on one side, which makes the 

system even more versatile. 

 

Typically peka 

With Riverso, peka is staying true to form. The fittings manufacturer is 

constantly looking for ways to make clever use of space, and its great 

ingenuity and passion for detail have seen it develop a raft of premium-quality 

products that are also extremely user-friendly. Riverso is just the latest in a 

long line of world-class innovations. 

 

 

 

 

Image gallery and download 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qskxg11o1zqaoyl/AADvQM3W7FyVl_wddXp-

Bw2La?dl=0 

 

Product on the web 

https://www.peka-system.ch/global/en/technical-catalogue/product/riverso-

drawer-system/ 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qskxg11o1zqaoyl/AADvQM3W7FyVl_wddXp-Bw2La?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qskxg11o1zqaoyl/AADvQM3W7FyVl_wddXp-Bw2La?dl=0
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Contact 

peka-metall AG, Luzernerstrasse 20, 6295 Mosen, Switzerland 

 

Andrea Rodriguez, Marketing 

T +41 41 919 94 28 

F +41 41 919 94 29 

andrea.rodriguez@peka-system.ch 

www.peka-system.ch 

 

 

peka – Swiss solutions with a global reputation 

 

Swiss firm peka has been developing and manufacturing pull -outs and 

complete solutions for the kitchen and furniture industry for over 50 years. 

Hailing from Mosen, on the shores of Lake Hallwil, the company has grown 

to become one of the world’s top market providers of larder unit pull-outs, 

slide-out corner systems and user-friendly, ecologically designed waste 

sorting systems. Numerous internationally recognised patents attest to 

peka's continuous track record of innovation. peka’s product range 

comprises over 800 items. The company employs around 130 people and 

distributes its products in over 50 countries worldwide. 
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